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1 • 8Ui:iVEY OBJEC'l' IV.ES 
T~e main obiectives of the nresent survey were: 
1) Estimating tb.P abuno.ance of shallow-water shrimp over the area of 
8ofala Bank between 16220 18 and ~0220 1 &, from 5 to 100 meters. 
2) Estimation of the shallow-water shrimp species com~osition and 
distribution pattern of the main sneciPs. 
3) Biological data collection of thP main s~ecies - Penaeus iridicus 
and ~etapenaeus monoceros • 
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4) Magnitude of the shrimn by-catch, s~ecies composition and biologi-
cal data collection of the most abundant species of commercial 
value. 
5) Collection of environmental data aiming to clarify the shelf circu-
lation in the Sofala Bank and the main oceanic featur€s in the 
regions 15°8 to l8°S and South of 22°8. 
2. SURVEY PROGRAMME 
2.2.1. The survey arPa was divided into two strata- North of 19200'8 
and Sobth of i9200'8, A low sampling effort was planned for the 
southern part, because, from information obtained in previous 
surveys, it is an area of lower shrimp density. Fi~hing positions 
were arranged on a rectangular grid pattern with the stations at 
fixed distances apart. A duration of 30 minutes per haul was 
planned. 
2.2.2. Each haul should b~ sort~d, the quantities r~cord~d and shrimp 
and fish biological samples collect~d. 
2.2.3 Shrimp biological samples should be collected only for Penaeus 
indicus and Metapenaeus monoceros. For each species the follow-
ing data should be recordrd: 
Tot· l length measured from the tip of the rostrum to the tip 
of the tE>lsom. 
Carapace length measured from th~ post-orbital margin to the 
post~rior dorsal midline. 
Sex 
- Maturity stage. A scale of five maturation stages was used: 
Stage 
Stage 
I - The ovaries are thin, translucent,unpignented and 
confined to the abc~omen. 
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II - The ovary is increasing in size and the anterior and midd~ 
lobes are developing. The dorsal surface is light yellow 
green. 
Stage III - The ovary is light green and is visible through exoskele-
ton. The anterior and middle lobes are fully developed~ 
Stage IV - The ovary is clarl{ grt=>en and clParly visible through the 
Pxoskeleton. 
2.~!.4 Fish biological samples should be collec.ted in most abundant and with 
coVlf.lercial vo.lue s-pecies. For ('ach species the following data should 
be recorded: 
Total length 
Maturity stage. U.R.S.S. six stages scale wns used. 
Stomach contents~ 
For identification of the species the following litterature was use~: 
Smith (1953), FAO (1974) and Jose~h and Nelson (1976). 
2.2.5 Three oceanographic coverages have been made, on€ in each region 
considered in 1~5 (Figures 3.2, 3.14 and 3.21). 
In the Sofala Bank stations were made to coincide with the end of 
each trawl stationr except for the outer stations that were purely 
oceanographic ones. 
In each stction te~Derature and s&linity were observed at O-l0-20-30-
-50-75-l00-150-200-250-300-400-500-600 m (or bottom, whichever was 
less) .. In tbe Sofala Bank additional water sampling was mac'l.e at 2 and 
5 m in all stations shallo~er than 60 m~ Wo unprotected thermometers 
were used and so all ~epths should be considered as nominal ones, as 
they were not subjected to nny correction for wire angle. Secchi depth 
was also measured in all stations ~erformed during daytime. 
Temperature was measured by reversing thermometers and salinity 
netermined on board by rneans of n BEJCKJ:.li;.N RS7-B inductive salinometer •. 
In all stations the vertical distribution of temnerature down to 250 m 
(or bottom, whichever was less) was obsr-rverl by' means of a bathytherm.Q_ 
granh. 
In the n'ginn south of 22°S ( l"i£?;Ure 3. 21) threce additional bathyther-
mograph sections were made between hydrographic sections in order to 
obtain det6ils of th~ circulation system. Data on wind direction and 
force (BEAUFORi') as well as dry-bulb temperature were supplied by the 
navigation officers in all stations. 
3. OCEANOGRAPHY 6 
3.1 Introduction 
Mozambique wat~rs were covered more or less regularly by oceanographic 
surveys from August 1977 mntil July 1979. In addition, other oceano-
graphic cruises have covered particular regions within the .iurisdiction 
area of the People's Republic of Mozambique between February and Novem-
ber 1980. The preliminary results of those investigations have been 
published in different kinds of reports (SAETRE and PAULA E SILVA, 1979·; 
ANON 1978; ANON, 1979; ISAENKO et al., 1980; BftiNCA, REY, SILVA and 
SAETRE, 1981; BRINCA, SILVA and SILVA, 1981; AliiON, 1981 a; ANON, 1981 b). 
JORGE DASILVA, MUBANGO and S.ium:m (1981) summarized all the information 
relevant to Mozambique waters that had not been previously published. 
That summary included results from the cruise now under consideration. 
Making use of all available data until the end of l980, SAETRE and 
JORGE DA SILVA (1981) have studied the distribution and propagatioh of 
water masses, as well as the general circulation pattern in the Mozam-
bique Channel, particularly in the upper layers of its western part. 
They have not dealt, however, with shelf processes. According to these 
authors, the circulation in the upper layers off Mozambique seems to be 
characterized by the influence of three anticyclonic gyres, changing 
their position~ along the coast, and four smaller cyclonic eddies 
moving normal to it. This circulation pattern seems to be most developped 
during the southern summer. During the southern winter a more or less 
continuous southward movPment is observed, with geopotential gradients 
about half of those characteristic of the most intense pattern for thf' 
southern summer. 
According to SAETRE and JOB.GE DA SILVA. ( l P8l), the upper layers off 
Mozambique arf' occupied. by the following water masses: 
- Equatorial Surface water /:Hid .Subtropical water, interacting at the 
surface level (upper 100 m) 
- Subtropical water, at. thE" subsurface level, characterized by a 
salinity mn,ximum centered at approximatf'ly 150-200 m 
- Central water, below 300 m, with an oxygen maximum centered at 
400-500 m. 
One of the shelf areas, the Delagoa Bay-Boa Faz Bank area (south of 
I 
latitude 24°40 S, Figure 3.1) has been specifically investigated in 
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October 1980 (ERINCA et al.; 1981). The results revealed a lifting of the 
water lay~rs along the continental slope 1 at the coastal side of what 
seems to be a permanent topographically induced cyclonic eddy (SAETRE 
and ,_TQHGE DA SILVA, HHH), with subtrooical water reaching the surface 
near the aoast. 
The other and most important shelf area, the Sofala Bank (between lati-
tudes l6°S and 21°8, Figure 3.1), was investigated during two cruises 
in July-August 1979 (:sn,JNCA, SILVA and SILVA 1 1981) and November 1980 
(BRINCA et al. 1981). Although ther~ were ditferences in surface tempe-
' 
ratures and salinities between the two ctuis~s; that could be due to 
seasonal variations, there is no conclusive evidence of any clear sea-
sonal changF in the circulation natt~rn. The area seems to be charac-
terized by the interaction of a southgoing oceanic current - the so-. 
-called 11 1\ilozambique Current" - with a northgoing coastal current •. The 
Zambezi rivE>r seems to give a subtantial contribution. to the onset 
of this coastal current (SAETRE and PAULA~ SILVA, 1979). This current 
system determines globally a cyclonic circulation over the shelf, pro-
bably with several cyclonio cells separated by meanders of the oceanic 
current (:'3Ji,IUCA, SILVA and SILVA, 1981). 
During 12 days in ~arch lQgO an oceanographic section covering the 
outer ~art of the shelf, the slope nnd the oceanic area a little to 
the south of Ctuelimane was repeatPd 8 times (ANON, 1981 b)~ The 
repeated ~bservations revealed the ~ependence of the oceanological 
fields in the area on the large-scale offshore dynamics, A cycle of 
about ll days was confirmf'd by current measurements over the shelf 
during the same period. 
A very interesting (and rlisturbicg) feature is the nresence of high 
salinity water (un to 36°/oo) near the coast approximately at lati~ 
tude 20°30 1 8 (BkiNCA et al., 1901). 
The water was homohaline down to 10-15 m (BR.IlJCA et al., 1981) and 
its influence could be detected in July 1979 at a distance of 60 
kilometers away from the coast (BHii.'>ICA, SILVA and. SILVJ.., 1981). 
Up to now, no satisfactory explanation has been found concerning th~ 
origin of this water~ 
3.2 Results 
3.2.1 The area "Goa island- Fogo island" 
This a-rea was covered c:luring approximately one week in July 1980 
(Figure 3.2). Figures 3.3 and 3~4 reveal a seaward increase in both 
eurfacP tem~trature a~d sulinlty within 20-40 kilometers from the 
coast, the conditions being mora or leal constant at the outer purt 
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of th~ sections. Figure 3.6 shows a weak the-rmal gradient at 1~0 m 
depth corresponding to a southgoing current. Th• shape of th~ isotherms 
also suggests the presence of a northgoitig coastal current within 
20-30 kilometers of the coaetlin,. This is supported by the surface 
isotherms ~d ieohalin~e and also by sections V-VII (Figures 3.11-
-3.13), showing low salinity shelf water proceP.ding from the Sofala 
Bank. The section' (Figures 3.7-3.13) rev~al an intensification of 
the baroclinic etru9ture with increasing depth, particularly below 
300 m. Below this de~th indications of a cyclonic eddy can still be 
found in sections I and II (Figures 3Q7 and 3.8). 
A degrad~d core of subtropical water, with ealiniti~s above 36 9 3°/00 
can only be d~t~cted in the outer part of sactions fr, III 1 v, VI 
and VII, centered between 1~0 and 250m. Except for e~ction V, the 
highest salinities found at the subeurfac~ level at tb~ inner part 
of the sections are only slightly above 36.25°/00 • This probably 
corresponds to occasional intrusions of the degrad~d core of 
Subtropical water towards th€ coast, associated with current pula£s, 
follow~d by mixing with water coming from the north. 
3.2.2 The Sofalu Bank area 
Figure 3.14 shows the oc"nnographic stations performed in this ~rea. 
Stations 179..,.200 (Figure 3.2) ov~<rlap (Both in tinw and ~'~'Pace) in 
the northern part, and values from these stations have been considered 
when constructing the charts presented in Figures 3.15-3.18. 
Only isolated stations in the northern part were perfor~Pd during 
daytime, which limited the number of observational points of s~cchi 
depth. On the other h~~d, very few stations were ma1e -at d~pths 
shallower than 15 m, which probably accounts for the vt>ry few points 
with both •ery low salinity and Secchi d~pth values. s~cchi depth 
values as low as 1 m were however found over the shelf north of loti-
tude 17°8, but they were useless for interpolation purposes. 
In July 1980 all rivera, Zambezi included, were approaching their 
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minimum runoff. '11he runoff of the Zambezi was howl'V£ r about 7 km , 
while Lurio (the second most important rivPr in the nrf'a.) hart a 
runoff of 0.2 km3 • Adding all freshwater contributions, the Zo.mbezi 
outflow still represented about 90 percent of the total. Figure 3.17 
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shows that the influence of freshwater runoff (i. e., mainly ihe 
Zambezi river) is clearly detectable up to Pebane, with another poclu·t 
north of latitude l7°S 
The circulation pattern that can be inferrPd from tbe distributions 
depicted in Figures 3.15-3.lg consists of an oceanic current flowing 
roughly along the direction of thf' isobaths (Figures 3.14-3.18 includf-
de 50 rn isobath as a dotted line) and a longshore nortbgoing coastal 
current. Seaward trB.nsnort of low salinity shelf water can be clearly 
seen in front of the Zambezi mouth. A meander of the oceanic current 
is also avparent in all distributions off ~uelimane. South of the 
Zambezi mouth the oceanic current apparently tends to flow over the 
shelf where it seems to inte>ract both with low salinity shelf water 
and with high salinity water proceeding from the coast. This high 
salinity water showed salinities ur to 35.7°/00 at the coastalmost 
part of the research area. This water was homohaline in its distri-
bution area down to 50 m depth (Figure 3.20). Small eddies of low 
salinity shelf we.ter are found over the shelf edge from the Zambezi 
mouth soutbwe.rds. 
Like in the Goa island-Fogo island area, the baroclinic structure 
off the Sofala Bank seems to be intensified witt depth (Figures 3.19 
and 3.20). Section VIII reveals a strong and narrow southgoing current 
over the continental slope, while section IX provides some indication 
of a cyclonic eddy imeadiatly off the shelf e~ge. In section VIII the 
core of the Subtropical water is associated with the southgoing 
current,which may menu that it probably proceeds from thf' north. 
In section IX, however, the small core with salinities above 35.3°/oo 
is associated with the apparent cyclonic eddy. It is thus very 
difficult to say whether it comes from north or from south. Data from 
the stations performed between sections VIII and IX provide no 
conclusive evidence of any connection between the two observed cores. 
3~~~3 The Southern area 
The area south of latitude 2?-0 S was covered during approximately ll 
days in August 1980 (Figure 3~~1)~ Unfortunately, this area was 
covered from south to north leaving a g~p of about three weeks 
between sectic,ns IX (Figure 3.20) and XVIII (Figure 3,30), i.e. the 
sections that could provide a solution of continuity for the oceanic 
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processes between the Sofala Dank and the Southern area. 
Figure 3. 25 r<>vea ls a complPx dynamic situation. Two ;:mticyclonic 
vortPxes intPrnct with two cyclonic eddies. A general cyclonic 
circulation over thf' shelf &nd slone of the Delagoa Bl'.y-Bon Paz Bank 
area is apparently continued by a northgoing coastal current probatly 
reaching the region of Inhambane. 
All distributions (Figures 3.22-3.25) fit very well this descri~tion. 
Subtronical water (Salinity above 35.5°/oo; temperature below 22°C) 
was present at the surface at the southeastern ~art of the area. The 
presence of Subtropical water can also be detected at the surface 
near the coast between latitudes 22°8 and ~3°8. Its characteristics 
(salinity above 85.4°/oo; temperature below 23°C) reveal that this 
water has undergone some mixing process. Modified ~Quatorial Surface 
w~ter (salinity lower than 35.1°/oo; temnerature greater than 23°C, 
t . b 24°C) t th t d b t th t some 1mes a ove , was presen, near e coas an e ween e wo 
tongues of Subtropical water. 
The profiles shown in Figures 3.2~-3.30 basically su~nort the stateaents 
based on the horizontal distributions. Like in the other two regions, 
the bnroclinic structure is stronger below 200 m. Dynamic upwelling 
over the shelf and slope is ~uite evident in sections X-XII (Figures 
3.26 and 3.27). Antarctic IntermPdiate water (temperature below 8°C, 
~alinity below 34.7°/oo) was approached near 500 m in sections X and 
XI (Figure 3.26). 
3.3 Discussion 
In December 1978 a well c,eveloppeCI. cyclonic edcy was present in thf' Goa 
island-Fogo island area (ANON, 1979). Such a fenture, that seems to be 
more characteristic of the southPrn smm!H'r situation (SAETRE and J(IRGE 
DA SILVA, 1981) was absent in July 19BO at the surface layer. However, 
seetions I and II (Figures 3.7 and 3.8) show below 300m a dome shape 
of the isolines, characteristic of a cyclonic erldy. SAETRE and JORGE DA 
SILVA (1981) have already pointed to the fact that this cyclonic eddy 
is always detectabl~ below 200 m even when it is not shown in th(>_ 
temperature distributions at 150 m. 
Figures 3. 5 and 3. 6 show that the northward v.1ovement of Subtronical 
water at the subsurface level off the coast of ivlozambique seems to be 
blncked between latirudes 15°8 and 16°8 (,ue to the presence of an 
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anticyclonic tongue ~robably extending from the northern nart of th~ 
ehannel. In so bEing, the subtropical water present in Sf'ctions V-VII 
would have been supplied by northward tran~port aiong the coast of 
~adagascar followed by a westward component o1 mo•ement at l6-17°Si and 
a Aubsequent E~outhward movement along the coast of Mozambique. From 
section IV northwards the salinity core is weak and probably supplied 
by pulses of both the southgoing current along the Mozambique coast 
and a northgoing current along the west coast of f•:tadagascar (D(JNGUY 
and PIT (IN, l 969; CITEAU, J'ITOl;J and i~iJ.\.GbiER,, 1973). This current will 
probably intro<'uce Subtronicnl water into thP northern l\lozambique 
Channel (SAETHE and JQ:;:tGE DASILVA, 1981) 
Although a general cyclonic circulation system was dominating the 
Sofala Bank area, no clear indication of a well devFlloped cyclonic 
eddy was found off thP Zambezi ~outh. This contrasts with the situation 
in July-ll.ugust 1979 (BRINCA, SILVA and SILVA, 1981). A large rteander 
of the oceanic current is apparent off Quelimane (as in July-August 
1979) with offshore trans~ort of shelf water on both sides of the 
meander. The presence of such mf>ander ccn also be inferred from the 
surface salinity <Hstribution in November 1980 (BRIHCA, ~t al., 1981). 
In this case it was probably located to the ncrth of .Cuelimane, and 
induced dynemic upwelling of subsurface water Up to the surface over 
the shelf. The fluctuation of such meander was ap~arently followed in 
March 1980 (ANON, 1981 b). A cycle of 260 hours was found and confirmed 
by current measurements over the shelf. 
SAETRE and JORGE DASILVA (1981) pointed to the possibility of low 
salinity pockets found south of latitude 2l 0 S being the result of the 
southward transport of shelf water from the Sofala Bank. The eventual 
propagation of the meander off quelimane could provide an explanation 
of that transport. It could. also probably explain why the high salinity 
water found near the southern coast of the Sofala Bank is sometimes 
confined to a region close to the coastline (BRINCA et al., 1981) 
while in other occasions its influence is detectable away from the 
coast (present case and B?.:Il'ICA, SILVA and SILVA, 1981). Thf' tidal 
situation can however provide an important alternative explanation 
for the prouagation of this high salinity water. TINLEY (1971) mentions 
mean tidal ranges of about 4 m in neap t.ides ftnd 6 m in spring tides 
at Beira. Tidal currents may thus be a very important controlling factor 
of water distribution and pro~agation in the southern Sofala Bank. 
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In July-August 1979 the influence of thP fr"'swater runoff - mainly from 
Zambezi - could. be fl.etected until 300 ldlomet.ers to the northenst of 
the ZaMbezi mouth (B!.tll'<iCA, SILVA and SILVA, 1981). 
A similar situation occurred in July-Augusi 1980 1 but in this case water 
with salinity bPlow 33°/oo was also found north of latitude l7°S. The 
freshwater runoff north nf l7°S being about 0.05 km3 in July 1980 1 the 
low salinity water found in that shelf area was most likely coming from 
south, transport"'d in a longshore northgoing coastal current continuous 
from 19°S to 16°S. 
Although it seems more or less plausible that the core of Subtropical 
water nresPnt in section VIII (Figure 3.19) proceeds from no~th - either 
as a continuous tongue extending southwards from section V (Figure 3.11) 
or as an isolated pocket - the same is not true for the core detected 
in section IX (F'igure 3.20). If one accounts for the circulation pattern 
found in the ~outhern area (Figure 3.22-3.25), the possibility remains 
for Subtropical water to turn partly northwards between latitudes 20°S 
and 22°S. 
The circulation system revealed by Figure 3.25 for the Southern area 
supports the idea that the "f.,iozmnbiQue Current" divides at about latitude 
?.5°S. One branch will then recirculate at this latitude while another 
branch will continue rast the douthern r.nd of the Mozambique Channel 
after ~ixing with water coming both from east and south. ~he presence 
of water with temperature above 24°C and salinity below 35.1°/oo in 
the Southern area, between the tongues of Subtropical water, suggests 
that thR penetration of Subtropical water at latitude 22°S is probably 
a conSPQUPnce of short-term variability. The amount of water recirculatPd 
at· about latitude 25°S will then also depend greatly on short-term 
varia,tions. 
Although its center has not bePn reached by the station grid, the prese~ 
ce of the permanent cyclonic eddy off Inhaca (SAETRE and JORGE DA SILVA, 
1981) can be detected in Figures 3.24 and 3.25, with its associated 
rlynamic upwelling affecting the subsurface and intermediate layers 
(Figure 3.25). 
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4., SHALLOW-WATER SHRif1iP 
4.1 Introduction 
.The planned grid of fishing stations was not carried out. This was 
mainly due to the followingt 
43 
12 -For safety reasons it was not advisable to trawl in very shallow 
water. A few number of hauls were done in waters shallower than 
15 meters. 
22 -The gear used seems to be too heavy for muddy bottoms. Areas 
traditionally fished by the national fleet were not covered by the 
present survey. 
The result wae that the stations that could be considered (figure 4.2) 
cover less than 50~ of the tot~l shrimp distribution area with tra~lable 
bottom (figure 4.1). 
For the area covered by the present survey no attempt was made 
to use catch data to estimate the standing stock; because the gear 
fishing power is very different from tbe gears used in nrevious surveys, 
and a~ c~mparative fishing was not carried out, results could not be 
compared with previous abundance estimates. 
Survey data was used to estimate the species composition; the distri-
bution pattern of the main species and to get an index of the relative 
abundance of shrimp on the different sub-areas of Sofala Bankd Infor-
mation on biological conditions of the main species was also obtained. 
4.2 Geographic and bathimetric distribution 
Shrimp wa~ID found all over the surveyed area. Figure 4.3 shows· isolinf'S 
of catch ~er hour of tra~ling, calculated by interpolation of the 
values of each station. 
Based on information from urevious surveys and from commercial fleet, 
Sofala Bank was divided in six areas (fig. 4.2), which differ in yields 
and in patterns of shrimp distribution. The present survey covers the 
areas of M;:..che se, Que limene 1 and Que limane 2; in the northern areas a 
small number of stations were made and. the southern part of Sofala Bank 
was not covered. 
'f,able 4.1 - CRtch ( kg ) per hour of trawling 
by area and by depth strata. 
depth (m) 
25-45 
·--------------- -------·----·----·------ ·--------- ·-----------· 
4,.59 
Maches-e· 
N2 of hauh 8 
0.,73 
10 
15.,71> 
7 
44 
Total 
5.,86 
25 
--------. - .. ---.- .... 
Quelimane l 
N!! of hauls 
30.79 
15 10 
·----·-·-----------·-·----··-·------·-----~ ... __, .. ___ ..,._ 
Kg/h 6.93 19.,:46 
Que lima.ne 2 
N2 of hauls 11 9 
4.,53 
3 
18,.59 
28 
12.,56 
1 21 
--------------------------~--------------------------~-----
Kg/h 42.,65 
Mocbase + Angoche 
N!!llof hauls 4 4 
Kg/h 20.44 6.,92 12.,83 14.,_38 
Totd 
N!! of hauls 38 29 11 78 
Table 4.1 show catch per hour of trawling spli tted by area and 'tlepth. 
Due to the irregular coverage of the arl:'as analysis by 10 m strata was 
not possible. Data was grouped in three depth strata: 25, 25-45 and 45 
meters,. 
Although the highest yields were obtained north of Pebane, results 
are not reliable du to the weak coverage of the area. 
South of Pebane, the main concentration of shrimp is between Zambezi 
River and.Quelimane- a high density area was found in waters shallower 
than 25 m., 
From table 4.1 and fig. 4.3 we can reach the following conclusion 
shrim? was present all over the surveyed area (from 10 to 88 meters)., 
The main area of distribution is north of Zambezi River in sh~llower 
uppths than 45 m, with high density areas between 12 and 25 m. 
45 
4.3 Species composition and distribution of the main species 
In the surveyed area were Present two groups of shallow-water shrimp -
Penaiclea (all species belonging to the family Penaeidea) and Caridea. 
Caridean shrimpg had a very low occurenceo The following species of 
penaeid shrimps dominated the c&tches: 
P&naeus indicus 
Metapenaeus monoceros 
Penaeus monodon 
Penaeus japonicus 
Penaeus latisulcatus 
Table 4.2 (annex) shows catch per hour of trawling of these 
species splitted by area and by depth intervals. P. indieus and 
M. monoceros were th~ dominant species. 
P. indicus was present in WA.ters shallower than 25 rrt, with the 
exception of the area of O.uelimane 2 where the species occurred until 
45 m (with the highest yields between 25 and 45 m). 
The main concentrations were found r~orth of Pebane and between Zambezi 
d&lta and Quelimane (figure 4.4). 
M~ m~noceros were normally found together with the previous species, 
with the exception of the area of Mp,chese where thE' species occurred 
until 45 m. 
The main concentrations were found in the same areas defined for ~~ 
!u..QJ.9.lJ.s (figure 4. 5), although less abundant than this species., 
P. latisulcatus occurred only South 182 00 1 and in waters deeper than 
25 meters (figure 4.f}. 
The main concentrations were found South of 192 00 1 in watPrs deeper 
than 45 meters, where the species occurred alone or represented more 
than BO~ of the catch. 
P. japonicus was present all over the surveyed area in waters shallower 
than 45 m, but with low yields., 
It is interesting to note that South of Quelimane the species had a 
much near-shore distribution than between QueliMane and Pebane (figure 
4.7). 
~~- . .!llOf~9.§m:t. was thf' sr>echs less frPquent and abundant. 
The species only occurred I-iorth of Zar!bezi itiver (figure 4.8). 
Like the nrevious species South of Ouelimane,P.monodon had n much 
near-shore distrihution than between Quelimane and Pebane where the 
highest yields were found between 25 and 45 meters. 
Ta1·lt~ 4, 2 - Catch (Kg) ve:r hour of trawling splitted 
by svecies, area and depth intervalsd 
Area: Machese 
<25 25-4.5 >45 
Penaeus indicus l. 78 
Metapenaeus monoceros 1~66 o.o3 
Penaeus monoo.on 
PPnaeus ,je.ponicus 1.01 0.46 
Penaeus latisulcotus 0.07 15.75 
Others 0.07 0.24 
Total 4.59 0;73 15.75 
N:r of hauls 8 10 7 
Ar.ea: QuelimnnP l 
<' .25 2(Li5 ) 45 
Penaeus indicus 18.71 
i\'[etar:>enaeus monocPros 9.41 
Penaeus mono don 0.31 
Penaeus ,iaponicus 2.34 1.95 
Penaeus latisulcatus 
-
0.37 3.PO 
Others 0.02 0.04 0.63 
Total 30.·79 2.3f. 4.53 
Nr of hauls 15 10 3 
47 
Total 
0.57 
0.55 
0.52 
4.10 
0 .;12 
5.86 
25 
Total 
10.59 
5.33 
0.17 
2.04 
0.,39 
0.07 
18.,59 
28 
Tabh 4. 2 - Catch (Kg) l)f'r hour of trawling Sl)li ttf'd 
by sp~ci~s, area and del)th int~rvals. 
Ar~a.: Qu.e linill\n e 2 
<25 25-45 >45 
Pf'naeus indicus 2.53 10.,51 
Metapenaeus monoceros 2.80 2,.37 
Penneus mono don 0.88 1.26 
Penaeus ,j aponicus 0,.33 3.,92 
P(>naeus latisulcatus 1 .. 18 
Others 0.,39 0.,22 
Total 6.,93 19,.46 
Nr of hauls ll 9 1 
48 
Total 
6.14 
2.56 
1 .. 04 
1.97 
0.54 
0.31 
12.56 
21 
Ar(>a: Moebase + Angoche 
Penaeus indicus 
Metapenaeua- monoceros 
Penaeue monodon 
Pe-na~ms jqponicus 
Pa-naeus latisulcatus 
Others 
Total 
Nr of hauls 
< 25 
19.88 
17.08 
4.64 
1.06 
4 
25-45 Total 
19.88 
17.0~ 
42.65 
4 
49 
4.4 !!iolop;ical characteristics of the main species 
PENAEUS INDICUS 
4.4.1 Length fr~guency distribution 
Data was processed separately for males and females, due to their 
different growth pattern. Individual measurements of caranace length 
were grouped in 2 n~ classes. 
a) Pemales 
Carapace length varied between 24 and 53 mm (LC • 39.47 mm) with 
most of the individuttls (73%) being between 34 and 43 ~ (fig. 4.9). 
iviean length was calculated in each· station where thP sl)ecies was 
analysed. Figure 4.10 shows that size composition was different 
from north to south, the bigger individuals occuring south of 
Quelimane; size composition seems not to have significant bathi-
metric variation. 
b) Male~ 
Carapace iength varied between 20 and 41 mm (Lc • 32.60 mm) with 
most of the individuals (78%) being between 30 and 35 mm. 
Size composition had a geographic and bathimetric distribution 
similar to the pattern found for females (fig. 4.11). 
4.4.2 Gonad maturity stages of females and sex-ratio· 
Biological sampling was carried out in eleven stations. North of 
Moebase and south of Zambezi River the coverage was very bad. 
The following table shows the percentage of the different gonad maturity 
stages for a total of 513 sam~led females. 
ili.iaturi ty l 2 3 4 
Stages 
% 33.3 l.f' .. 8 20.5 29,.4 
(in nr) 
About 50% of the no'!)ulation was forrned by late maturing and mature 
females. The highest percentages were found in one station between 
Pebane and Quelimane (depth • 28 to 30 m) and in all stations south 
of Quelimane, in waters shallower than 22 meters (fig. 4.12). 
Mean length was calculated in each station and the values plotted 
against percentage of late maturing + mature females calculated for the 
same station. Comparing the figures 4.10 and 4.12, it may be concluded 
M:ETAPENAEUS HONOCEROS 
Biological sampling on this species was not very accurate: 
1) because only seven stationg were sar1pled and 
2) because the samnlers had difficulties to clearly define the difference 
between mature and late maturing females. 
The data collected w~s processed, but the results are not as reliable 
as those obtuined for ;s,_:i,_gp.ic:Y!!.• 
IndividuaJ mee.suremen·~s of carapacP length were grouped in 2 mm 
classes. 
a) T"emalf's 
Length varied between 20 and 47 ram (:Lc "' 32.47 mm) with most of 
the individuals (79%) ~eing between 26 and 35 rom {fig. 4.15),. 
Size composition seems not to have big geographic variations, 
51 
except one sample taken south of Zambezi RiverwherE'! bigger individuals 
were found (fig. 4.16). 
b) Males-
Carapace length varied between 20 and 43 mm (LC = 27.73 ~) with 
most of the individuals (BO%) being between 24 and 29 mm (fig. 
4.15). 
Size.comnosition seems not to have significant geographic differences 
(fig. 4.17). 
4.4.5 Gonad maturity stages of females and sex-ratio 
Because sampling on mature females was not well done, stages 3 and 4 
were considered together. 
The following table shows the pE!rcentage of the different gonad maturity 
stages for a total of 422 females 
Maturity stages j 1 2 3+4 
........ ----·---·--·· --------+--% . 
(in nr) 37.9 31.!) 30.,6 
About 31% of the '{)opulation was formed by late maturing and mature 
females. 'I'he highest percentages ( 50%) were found in two stations·: 
one taken in Moebase area and another south of Zambezi River (fig .. 
4.18). 
Sex-ratio was calculnted for a total of 703 individuals sampled. 
Females were dominant (60%). 
4.4.6 ~orphometric relations 
a} Relation between total weight and total length 
b 
'l'his relationship was ca.lculated aoplying the formula Y,.aX • 
~ean weight was calculated by l em classes of total length 
52 
(fig. 4.19). Predictive regression was applied with both variables 
transformed to logarithms. 
The following rPgression eQuations wer~ calculated: 
Females n = 99 (N "" 422) 
log w = 3.2619 log LT- 2.4454 
r = 0.9888 
Males n = f:2 (N = 2Hl) 
log Vi= 2.7332 log LT- 1.8863 
r = 0.9123 
b) Relation between total length and carapace length 
To make th~ comnutation easier mean carapace length was calculater. 
by l em classe~ of total length (fig• 4.20). Predictive regression 
was applied with both variables trAnsformed to logarithms. 
The following regression equations were calculated: 
Females n = 52 (N = 425) 
log LT "" 0.8288 log LC - 0.1109 
r = 0.9930 
n = 31 (N = 281) 
log LT Cll 0.8297 log LC - 0.0997 
r == u.9B05 
Angoeh e 
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5. SHALLOW-WATER SHRIMP BY-CATcH (FISH) 
5.1 Species composition 
The fish fauna of Sofala Bank is characterized by a great variety of 
species. In "E. Ha~ckel" survey,34l s~ecies were recorded; 288 demergal 
species (110 families), 45 -pelagic species (8 families) and 8 mesopelagic 
snecies (5 families). 
Fish fauna of Sofala Bank can be included in four ecological groups: 
Coastal-estuarine group - fish occurring in the mouths 
of the rivers. 
Transition group 
Neritic-oc~anic group 
Oceanic group 
- fish inhabiting th~ zone where coastal 
waters mix with oceanic waters~ 
fish inhabiting waters with high values 
of salinity (lower limit of continental 
shelf and upper limit of the slope). 
- ouen ocean fish 
Based on oceanographic data and species distribution, an attempt was 
made to include the species recorded into these four ecological groups. 
Hilsa kele~ is the most important species in the COASTAL-ESTUARINE 
group. The snecies has been commercially fished by the national small-
-scale fishery. 
Shallow-water shrimp by-catch belongs to the TRANSITION group~ The most 
important pelagic species are: 
Carangoides malabaricus 
Carangoides chrysophrn 
MegAlaspis cordyla 
Pellona ditchela 
Leiognathus egunla 
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The most im~ortant demersal groups are: 
(Qj;;oj,ithes ruber, Johnius belen'gerii, J 2 dUs8Umie.ri) 
(~omadasys hasjl~, F. maculatus) 
Mullidae (Upeneus vi ttatus, U~bensasi) 
Symodontida~ (Trachinocephalus myope) 
Jheraponicae .0' . .jarbua) 
Polynemi~l!:f, (:EolynE:>mns S(:!xtarius) 
Enhiupidae (lli:,epallta nunctata) 
&vnoglossi~ (genus: CynogloAsoid~s) 
Sillaginidae (Sillago sihama) 
Ariidae (Arius dugsumieri) 
In NERITIC-OCEANIC group 99 species ( 12 pelagic and 87 o.emiersal) 
were recorded. Catches from fish industrial fleet are mainly formed 
by epecies belonging to neritic-oceanh group(. The dominant pelagic 
groupe and with greatest commercial value are: 
CaranAidae (genus: Decapterus, Scomberoides, Sellar) 
Scombridae (Rat!rtrelliger kanagurta) 
Scomberomorid.ae 
The most important demersal species belong to two families: 
Synodontidae (Saurida undosguamis, S. tumbil) 
Trichiuridae (Trichiurus lepturus) 
Sharks (Carcharhinidoe and Sgtialidae) are frequent in the catches. 
In OCEANIC group 69 species (8 mesopelagic and 61 demersal)were recorded. 
The most abundant grou~s are~ 
M_yctophida<>. \, mesope lagi c 
i 
Gonostomidae J 
Qor:z.12haenidae 
Chlorophthalmidae 
Nom~idue (Cubiceps natalensis) 
Pffl'ichthyilla£_ (i~eoscombr-ops annectens) 
Sharks (Sgt:taJ~.d.:13.e>) are frequent in the catches. 
5.2 Species dis~ibution 
1 
~ demers-al 
) 
Figure 5,1 show the grid of stations carried out in the present 
survey and relative distribution of c~tches. 
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Based on information from previous surveys, 
for Sofala Bank - a northern area (north of 
area (south of l8Q 50'S). 
two areas were defined 
g 
18 50 1 S) and a southern 
5.2.1 Continental shelf 
Tables 5.1 1 5.2 and 5.3 show catch splitted by area (north and 
south) and by depth intervals.· 
For- the whole area non commercial species are present in 6.,3~ 
of the total catch. Catches of the commercial species have th.e 
following pronortions: 
Demersal 
Pelagic 
Sharks/Rays 
% weight 
eo.o 
14.9 
5.·1 
Catch composition varies greatly with depth. In water~ shallower 
than 20 m Saiaenidae, !i.riidae, Engraulidae ,. Clupeidae and Cynoglos-
sidae dominate the catches; between 20 and 50 m the most abundant 
families are MullidaeJ Synodontidae, Pomadasyidae, Nemipteridae, 
Carangidae and Scombridae; between 50 and 100 m Mullidae, §ynodon• 
tidae, Nemipteridae and Triglidae dominate th~ catches. 
For th~ whole arta the mean catch per hour of trawling i~ 144 Kg/h; 
the southern area has a slightly higher catch/hour rate. In the 
northern area Sciaenidae and Pomadasyidae dominate the catches; in 
~ •• • N( ..-·_ ... :·1ern area the most abundant groups are §ynodontidae, 
Nemipteridae and Carangidae. 
5.2.2 Continentul slope (400-800 m) 
The following table shows the proportions of demersal, mesopelo,gie 
and sharks/rays in total catches of contin~ntal slopeo 
Demersal 
iJesor>elagic 
Sharks 
Rays 
% weight 
72.3 
lld 
9.1 
7.5 
Table 5.4 show catch splitted by area and by depth intervals. 
In demersal catches the most abundant :families are: Coryphaenid.a§ 
ChlorophthalmidaeL Ophididae, Synodontidae, Gempylidae and Nomeidne0 
Demersal species and sharks (Squalidael constitute the by-catch of 
deep water shrimp. 
Myctophidae is the dominant group in mesopelagic catches. 
For the whole area covered, the mean catch per hour of trawling 
is 72 Kg/h. The best yields occur in the southern area, between 400 
and 600 m, where the mean catch ver hour is 86 Kg. 
5. 3 §.orne bio logi,cal .characteristics of the main species of the continf:'ntal 
shelf 
5.3.1 Demersal group 
Figures 5.2 to 5.7 show distribution areas of the demersal fish 
and of the main families of this group. 
SCI.AENIDAE 
The most important species of this family are Oto li thes ruber, Johniuer 
belengerii and J. rlussumieri. 
OTOLITHES R~E!.f\ 
The species occurs between 6 and 100 m, being more fr£quent and 
abundant in waters shallower than 20 m. Mean catch per hour of 
trawling was 11.2 Kg, with the highest yields in the northern area bctwE>en 
lf• and 20 m. 
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a) 1ength distribution and mean weight 
Total length varied betwFen 10 and 33 em (LT "" 19.94 em), 74,5% of the 
total number sampled being in the range of 14 to 24 em. 
For the whole area sampled, mean weight was 73.31 gr. 
Length and weight varied with depth occurring the smallest i~dividuals 
in shallower waters (fig. 5.8). 
b) Sexual maturity 
The following table sh--3 percentage of the different maturity stages 
in females and males. { !!..~~..!!~ ., 
· males ' 
Maturity stages (% number) 
JUV. II II-III III III-IV IV 
·-·--------~----------·-
56.2 2.4 39.0 1.2 
-
u. 7 10.4 54.5 6.5 16.9 
10.2 
T.he .Population was mainly in stages II and III. 
c) Stomach-contents (Frequency of occurrence) 
Shrimp 
Small fish (Trissocles ~p) 
~Olli~IUS BELENGERII 
·97. 2% 
2.8% 
v 
1.2 
Total number 
sampled 
.Jig_ 
77 
18 
The species has the same occurrence as Otolithes ruber but is less abundant. 
Mean catch ver hour of trawling was 9.5 Kg, with the highest yields in the 
northern area between 12 anc 15 m. 
a) Length distribution and mean weight 
Total length varied between 6 and 21 em (LT = ll.75 em), F34,4% of the 
total number sampled being in the range of 8 to 15 em. 
For thP whole area sampled mean weight was 23.49 gr. 
Length and w<>ight varied with depth; the smallest individualS' were 
present in shallower waters (fig. 5.9). 
b) Sexual maturity 
Maturity stages (% number) I 
I 
I 
Total number 
sampled 
JUV. II II-III III III-IV I 
--·--··· ·---- ··--·· -- ···-· ·- ... ·--· ······-· ·---- ···-· --·.. -·· -·· .. -·- ...... -.... -,---· .. . - ......... - .. -.- . .• . 
43. 7 l 0. 2 41. 0 5. l ! 3 9 
80.0 20.0 . 10 
2.0 
The population was mainly in stage li. 
c) Stomach-cont~nts (FrPqu~ncy of occurrenc~). 
Shrimp 50.0% 
Small fish 50.0% 
JOIDHUS DUSSIDiliERI 
1 
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The species occurs between 6 a.nd 50 m, being more frequent in waters 
shallower than 20m. Johnius dussumieri is the spe~ies with lowest abundance 
mean catch per hour of trawling was 5.03 Kg. The highest catch rates were 
present in the northern arPa between 16 and 35 m4 
a) Length distribution and mean weight 
Total length varied between S3 and 23 em (f.T ... 12.43 em) 64,6% of the 
popul~tion being in tbe range 10 to 14 qm, Mean weight was 26.58 gro 
~elation between length and weight with depth is not as clear as with 
the prPvlouR species (fig. 5~10). 
b) Sexual maturity 
:Maturity stRges (% numbH) 
JUV. II-III III 
---------------··----
5.0 
66.7 
52.9 
19.0 
47.1 
The popul~tion was mainly in stage II. 
c) Stomach-contents (Frequency of occurrence) 
Stoma to pods 
Small fish 50% 
!Total number 
I I" amp led 
I 21 ITf 
2 
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POMAJ)ASYIDAE 
'fhP most important spf'cies is Pomadasys maculatus which forn1s 55% of total 
catch of this family. 
PI)MADASY~ lliACUT.ATUS 
The species is present all over the surveyed area, being morf' frequent in 
waters shallower than 20 m. 
Pomadasys maculatu~ is the most abundant species in Pomadasyidae catches; 
mean catch per hour of trawling was 5.3 Kg with the highest yields in the 
northern area between 35 and 45 m. 
a) Length distribution and mean weight 
Total length varied between 9 and 22 em (LT • 13.58 em) 75,3% of the 
individuals being in the range of 11 to 16 em. Mean weight was 41,23 gr. 
IJeogth and weight varied with depth; the largest individrials were present 
in shallower oepths (fig. 5.11). 
b) Sexual maturity 
Maturity stages (% number) 
II II-III III III-TV V 
18.2 Rl.R 
16.7 76.6. 
I Total number 
I sampler 
I 22 32 I 
Females w~re mainly at stage II and males at stage trr. 
c) Stomach-contents (Frequency of occu~rence) 
Only shrimp was identified in the stomach-contents. 
tu'ULLIDAE 
The most important species are Upeneus vittatus and U. bensasi. 
UPE~lliUS VITTATUS 
Th(l! s'{lecies is nresent all over the continental shelf, being more frequent 
between 20 and 50 m. Upeneus vittatus is the most abundant svecies in 
Mullirtae catches (63%). 
!Vlean catch ner hour of trawling was 20 Kg with the highest yiel~.s between 
22 and 63 m. 
a) Length distribution and mean weight 
Total length varied between 9 and 17 em (iTr "" 12.66 ern) 90,4% of the 
iridividuals being in the range of 11 to 14 em. ~ean weight was 31.47 gr. 
Length and weight varied witb denth; the smallest individuals wer~ 
present in shallower depths (fig. 5.12). 
b) Sexual maturity 
.viaturi ty stages ('1> nm:11ler) :Total nufllber 
II C-III III III-IV IV ls~:mlpled 4L8 ·--- 'i . 5.::c__ _ _;;:_M_t..::.-=2----:l~.-=5:----~ _ll_-. ---
3.o 6.1 Bl.B 6.1 a.o , 33 
! 
Th~ po~ulation was Mainly in stage Ill, 
c) Stomach-contents (Frequency of occurrence) 
Shrimp 90% 
Crabs 5% 
Stomatopods 5% 
UPENEUS S1ENSASI 
The sv~cies is prf'sent all over the continental shelf being more frequl'lnt 
between 50 and 100 m. Mean catch per hour of trawling was ll Kg, with the 
highest yields between 32 and 62 m. 
a) Length distribution and mean weight 
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Total length varied between 10 and 18 crt (LT = 14.ln em) 90,4% of the 
individuals being in the range of 12 to 16 em. Mean weight was 33.23 gro 
Length and weight varied with de~th; the smallest individuals were 
found in shallower depths (fig. h.l3). 
b) Sexual maturity 
Maturity stnges (% number) ~ Total number 
I j SBr<i'{lled I -g;;-------
1 64 
II II-III III III-IV IV IV-V 
-~· ~·~-·-~··.....------~ .... ---------···-·...£..---
18.5 2.2 33.7 16.3 27.1 2.2 
3.1 6.3 87.5 3.1 
The population was mainly in stAge III . 
SYNODONTIDAE 
The most important species ar€' Sauridn undosguamis, s. tumbil and 
Trachi-ocephalus mvops. 
SAURIDA UNDOSQU.Al>tiiS 
The species is pr€sent all GVer the shelf with the highest frequency between 
50 and 100 m, and a low occurrence in waters shallowe~ than 20 m. S. undosauamis 
was the dominant ~pecies in Synodontidae catches (52% of the total). Mean 
co.tch per hour of tre.wling was 13 Kg with the highest yields in the southern 
area between 30 and 75 m. 
a) Length distribution 
Total length varie~ between 15 an~ 40 em. Length vari~d witb ~fpth; 
the smallest individuais were found in shallower de~ths (fig. 5.14). 
b) Se:imal maturi t.y 
Maturity stages (% number) ; Total nr 
II II-III III III-IV IV I samoled 
·-·----------.. -~---·--·--------------·-·---..:·--·---~~--t .. ·--...,_ .. _,, ___ _ 
~_Q_ - 72.0 12.0 12.01 25 
l 
5.7 17.3 15.1 ~ 53 
c) Stomach-contents 
Anchoviella sp·. 
Decapterus sn. 
Other small fish 
Squids 
SAURil)A TU1v.'lBIL 
(Fre~uency of occurrence) 
- 30% 
5% 
- 60% 
5% 
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The sneeies is ~resent all over the shelf area but with a low occurrence 
in waters shallower than 20 m; the highest freouency was betwe~ 20 and 
50 m. Mean catch per hour of trawling was 8 Kg with the highest yields 
between 28 and 57 m. 
a) Length distribution and mean weight 
b) 
Total length varied bdween 12 and 34 em (LT "' 22.47 em) 65,1% of the 
individuals bdng in the range of 20 to 25 em (fig. 5.15). 
Sexual maturity 
M. stag~ (% number) Total nr 
III III-IV saml?led 
lOsO 
.JL. 
96.8 3 .. 2 31 
The population was mainly in stage III. 
c) Stomach-cont~nts (FreQuency of occurrence) 
Anchoviella sn. 
Upeneus bensasi 
Other small fish 
Shrimp 
-40% 
-20% 
-80% 
-40% 
-20% 
1 
TRACHINOCEPHALUS MYOPS 
Th~ specieshave an occurrence similar to thP ~revious species but is less 
abundant. The highest yields were found in a depth range smaller than the 
previous species - 35 to 45 m. 
a) Length distribution 
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Total length varied from 12 to 26 em ( I)i' "" 17.24 em) 73% of the nopulntion 
being in the range of 15 to 19 em~ 
Length varied with depth; the smallest individuals were found in shallower 
depths (fig. 5.ln). 
b) Sexual maturity 
iviaturi ty stnge (% number) ; Total nr 
II II-III III III-IV IV • sampled 
···-..... -.. -··-·-----~·--·-···· .. --... ---·--·-·----~-- ... ---.-----·--·---··---·-i-----~------
38 .. 9 
4.9 
11.1 
4.9 18.0 
16,7 ! 
8.2 
18 
61 
Females were mainly at stage II and maies at stage III. 
c) Stomach contents (Frequency of occurrence). 
Upeneus bensasi 
Small fish 
Crabs 
Shrimp 
Squids 
Non~identified item 
NEMIPTERIDAE 
11.1 % 
ll.l 
33.3 
22.2 
ll.l 
ll.l 
The dominant species in N!!_l1!ip:tfx:i.Q.~e catches was l~emipterus delagoae ( 99.1 % 
of total catch). The species ~ccurs between 20 and 100m, with the highest 
freouency between 50 an~ 100 m. 
Mean catch per hour of trawling was 10.3 Kg, with best yields between 32 
anrl 72 m. 
a) Length di~tribution and mean weight 
Total length veriec. between ll and 26 em (fii' "" 17,13 em) 63% of the 
populaiion being in the range of 15 to 19 em. Mean weight was 61.32 gr. 
Variation of length and weight with depth is not very clear; there 
seems to be a tecrlency of small individuals to concentrat~ in shallower 
waters (fig. 5.17). 
b) Sexual maturity 
Maturity Stage (% nunber) l Total nr 
JUV II II-III III i sample~ 
·--- --------------··-·-·-···--------··---+--··----... ·--·-··-
25.8 7.0 67.2 I ~ 
22.2 13.0 64.8 ! 54 
0.5 1 
The population was mainly in stage III. 
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c) Stomach-contents (Frer·· ency of occurrence) 
Small fish - 33-a % 
Crabs 
-
33.3 
Shrimp 
-
20 
Squids 
-
13.3 
Ophioroirls 
-
13.3 
POLYNEMIDAE 
This family was renre!'lented iu the catches by only· one species - Polynemus 
sex:tarius. The species was present all over the she.lf area with the highest 
frequency in waters shallower than 20 m. 
a) Length distribution and ~ean weight 
Total length varied between 10 anrl 20 c~ (LT • 14.74 em), 79 1 1, ~f the 
population being in the r~nge of 12 to 17 c • ivlean weight was 31..0~ gr .•. 
b) Sexual ~aturity 
JUV II 
Maturity Stage (% num~er) I Totai nr 
II-III ~II III-tV IV sahnied ·----~--·-.-___ ....... -.... ~-· ... -.·-·.~-'*~-·...:...-.....~--..... - ............... -· •. , . 
13.2 71;.13 7~ts· ! 53 
20.0 22.2' 53.4" i 45 
j 2 
Females were mainly at stage III-IV and males at stage IV. 
c) Stomach contents (Frequency of occurrence) 
Shrimps 
Non identified 
material 
-92.6% 
-11.1% 
4.3.2 PPlagic group 
Pelagic snecies are present iu 14.4% of total catch (16.1% in the 
southern area and 12~7% in the northern area). 
Figure 5.18 shows the distribution area of ~elagic an~ mesonelagic 
fish. 
Biological samples Wf're collected for the most important pdagic 
s-pecie::;. 
CARANGIDAE 
The most iMportant species are Decanterus nacros2ma and Decapterus 
maruadsi. 
PJ:'CAPTER.US MACROSOMA 
The species is pr~sent all over the shelf a~ea being more freauent 
ih water~ shallower than 20 m. The best catches (more than 20 Kg per 
hotlr of trawling) wrrr<" found at 90 and 95 m~ 
a) Length distribution and mean weight, 
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Total length varied from 12 to 20 em (fu ""io,;l tm) 87~5% of the 
population being in t~e range of 14 to ; em. Mean weight was 36.62 gr. 
Length and weight varied with depth; th~ smallest individuals were 
found in waters shallowe~ than 50 m (fig. ~~19). 
b) Sexual maturity 
Maturity stage (% number) l Total nr 
__ !_~:.~~~----- III-IV . IV ~all_l.£.!:.~- _ 
56,3 18.7 lB.7 6.3 
1 --::;.16~,;.,.;,;,; 
39.4 6.1 54.5 33 
Females were mainly a,t stages II and III. · t;iales were mainly at stage IV • 
DECAPTEl:l.US MARU ADS I 
The ~pecies is nresent all over the shelf area being ~ore freQuent in 
waters shallower than 20 m; the lowest occurrence is between 50 and 100 m. 
The best catches were foun(4, between 60 and 65 m, some hauls with catch 
rates larger than 38 Kg/h. 
a) L<"ng'th <!istribution and mean wdght 
Total length varied from 15 to 21 em (iT= 17.4 em). Mean weight 
was 51.21 g~ (fig. 5.20). 
b) Sexual maturity 
i1iaturi ty stage (% number) Total nr 
II II-III III III-IV IV sampled 
.,, ____ . -·----··--------·--- ..:;:_.......,._ ___ _ 
6.0 1.0 24.o. 23.0 a.o " 57 
7.0 7.0 29.0 43 
Females were mainly at stages III and III-IV. Males were mainly at 
stage IV. 
CARJJIIGO IDES iYIALJ..BAlUCIJS 
Total length varied from 17 to 22 en (lx c. 20~0(, em). Mean weight wail! 
122.5 gr. 
C~~NGOIDES CHRYSOPHRYS 
Total length varied from 12 to 17 em (fir "' 14.41 em). Mean weight was 
50 gr. 
ENGRAULIDAE, LEIOGNATHIDAE ~nl', CLlJPEIDAij! 
Data on length and weight was col1ected for the ·no~t import.ant species 
of each family._ ThE> following table includE's length range, ITlean length 
and mean weight of the sampled species: 
Mt">an 
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Family Length Hange (em) 
Mean 
Length (em) weight (gr.) 
Engr au li da e 
Leiognathidae Lt">iognathus eguula 
Secutor insidiator 
Clupe>ic\ae Pello~B ditchela 
9-19 
13-12 
8-18 
13.50 
13.02 
10.19 
13.32 
4.4 Some biological characteristics of the main species of the 
continental slop0 
4.4.1 Demersal group 
CORYPHA.ENIDAE 
17.28 
37.53 
18.72 
This family forms 32% of the to'-'u.L catch of the slope.· The dominant species 
w~s _9oe lorhynchu:s paralle lus. 
COELORHYN"CHUS PAR.ALLELUS 
Th<" s·necfes occurs between 400 and 800 m being ~ore frequent in waters deeper 
than 600 m .. Males were not present in the catches, the best yields were obtai!!, 
ecl iin: the range of 600 to 610 m. 
a) Length distribution and mean weight. 
Females total length varied from 19 to 60 em (LT = 31. 7L1 em) 46·, 9" of the 
nopulat:j.on being in the range of 28 to 33 cm.; Mean weight was 147.75 gr. 
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b) S~xual maturity 
Katurity stage ( '/o numb('r) 1 'l'ota.l nr 
II III .lV I sampled 
.......... ---------------------... ·- ................ --+----........ ·--~---- ...... 
60,0 22i9 11.1 ! 105 
Females wer(' mainly in stage II. 
Length data was collected for the most important species of each family~ 
The to11owing table includes range of ctenths where the snecies were more 
frequent, range of total length and mean length. 
Depth Range of Mean J(amUy Sprcies (m) length hngth (em) (c~L 
···----·-----~-·-
Cloro:Qhthalmidae C lot'o[!hthalmus agassi :d 400-600 9-24 14~76 
Gemp;rl~ Epinula orientalis 400-600 l8-28 2~.27 
Nomeida.e Cubiceps natal ens is 400-600 i4-2i 18.54 
4.4.2 Mesopelagic group 
Mesopelagic fish forms 9% of total catch in the continental slope. The domi-
nant family is Myctophidae wbhb. occurs between 400 and 800 with the highest 
frequency between 400 and 600 m. 
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,....,-
Species co~position North South Total 
}:g c' t:g $6 Xg r' I" ;0 I 
Scianidae 1352.2 27.5 262,86 5.5 1615.06 16.6 
Synod on tido.e 227~91 t.6 1248.62 26.0 1476.53 15.2 
l1ullid~e 706,84 14.3 647.31 13.5 1354.15 13.9 
liemipteridae 170.49 3.5 490.39 10.2 660.88 6.8 
Pom?.de.syidae 573.64 11,6 29.92 CJ.6 603.56 6.2 
Pla tyce:;;h ?.lidae 9.84 0.2 224.08 4·7 233;92 2.4 
Demersal Polynemidae 117.73 2.4 45.45 0.9 163.18 1.7 
Trichiuridae 107.08 2.2 27.06 0,6 134.14 1.4 
Bothide.e 17.77 0.3 114.28 2.4 132.05 1.9 
•0.riida.e 126.46 2.6 2.66 0~ 1 129.12 1.3 
c·ynoglossidae 114.95 2.3 12.77 0.3 127.72 1.3 
Sillaginidae 46.06 0.9 2.8· 0,1 48.81 0.5 
Ther?.ponidae 23.54 0.5 21.37 0.4 44.91 o. 5• 
Serr:mid?.e 30~4 0.6 7.32 0.2 37.72 0.4 
l·iur-?.enesocidae 32,0 0.6 
-
.- 32.0 0.3 
Sphyraenidae 6.18 0.1 17.78 0.4 23.96 0.3 
Lutianidae 20.63 0.4 3.28 0.1 23.91 0,2 
Priacai,J.thid3.e '0.48 + 22.42 o.s 22.9 0.2-
Bphippidae 19.09 0.4 0.9 + 19.99 0,2 
Psettodidae 3.28 0,1 17.56 0.4 20.84 0.2 
Triglidee 
- -
16.42 0.3 16.42 0.2 
Lethrinidae 15.74 0.3 0.37 + 16.11 0.2 
.Fistul8.riidae 
- -
14.64 0.3 14.64 0.1 
Sparidae 8.76 0.2 0.62 + 9.36 0.1 
Stromateidae 2.56 0.1 4.03 0.1 6. 59 0.1 
.\rioomidae 
Fotlacentridae 3.87 0.1 0.75 + 4.62 
l<'ori:lionide.e 4.11 
-
4.11 0.1 
Rachicentridae 1 .16 0.1 
-
1.16 
Pentapodidae 
-
0,62 + 0,62 + 
Pleuronectidlle 
-
0.12 + 0.12 + 
TOrAL 3473.61 76.0 3239.76 67.7 6983.37 71.9 
Pelagic Cn.:cangidae 240.65 4.9 585.11 12.2 825.76 8.5 ~;ne;raulidae 221.6 4.5 54.96 1 .1 276.56 2.8 
Leiognathidae 89.93 1.8 68.21 1.4 158. 14 1.6 
.Clupcidae 36.01 0.7 31.7 0.7 67.71 0.7 
Scombridae 
Rastrcllir;-er 5.49 0.1 34.48 0.7 39.97 0.4 
Scombero:1orus 27.39 0.6 0.3 + 27.69 0.3 
Gerridae 2. 79 0.1 1.43 + 4.22 + 
Chirocentridae 0.27 + - 0.27 + 
TO'N.L 624.13 12.7 776.19 16.1 1400.32 14.4 
Rays 214.52 4.4 144.47 3.0 358.99 1.4 
She.~ks 80.17 1.6 54 •. 37 1.1 134.54 1.4 
'TOTAL 294.69 6.0 198.84 4·1 493.53 5.1 
* Commercial 91.3 1.8 134,7 2,8 226.0 2.3 
* llon com.>;Jercial 169.41 3.5 444.61 9.3 614.02 6.3 
*- TOT:\L 260.71 5.3 579.31 12,1 840.02 a.G 
Total catch (Ke) ~923.14 100 479.41 100 9717.24 100 
Nean catch (Kg/h) i39.1 151 .09 144-75 
Hours of tra.;·rling 35.4 31.73 67.13 
N°.of hauls 41 36 77 
* Non commercial - 100'/5 demersal species. 
Commercial - 1(1)~ demersal and 30,:, pelagic s1)ecies. 
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Table 5.2 ~ntal She:U:,- (l<ortheru area) - Catches splitted. by depth 
-
.. -~· 
Species composition < 20 lll 20-50 lll so.- 100 m Total 
Kg ., ,J Kg. % Kg % Kg % 
Soianidae 956.13 42.7 361.07 14-9 35.0 13.6 1352.2 27.5 
Nullidae 36.26 1.6 527.07 21.7 143-51 55-9 706.84 14.3 
Pomadasyidae 123.77 5-5 437.07 18.0 12.8 s.o 573.64 11.6 
Synodon tidae 17.29 0.8 190.34 7.8 20.28 7.9 227.91 4.6 
Nenipteridae 
- -
166.33 6.9 4.16 1.6 170.49 3.5 
Al:iidae 123.1 s.s 3.36 0.1 
- -
126.46 2.6 
Demersal Polynemidae 46.31 2.1 68.44 2.8 2.58 1.0 117.33 2.4 
Cynoglossidae 103.69 4.6 11.26 o.s 
- -
114.95 2.3 
Trichiuridae 69.75 3.1 37.33 1.5 
-
-
107.08 2.2 
Sillaginidae 43.41 1.9 2.65 0.1 
- -
46.06 0.9 
Huraenesocidae 32.0 1.4 
- - -
-
32.00 0.6 
Serranidae 12.5 0.6 17.9 0.7 
- -
30.40 o.6 
Theraponidae 9.22 0.4 14.32 o.6 
- -
23.54 o.s 
Ephippidae 6.94 0.3 12.15 o.s 
- -
19.09 0.4 
Lutianidae o.64 + 9.1'{ 0.4 10.82 4.2 20.63 0.4 
Lethrinidae 
-
15.74 o.6 
- -
15.74 0.3 
Sparidae 
- -
8.76 3·4 8.76 0.2 
Bothidae 1 .1 0.1 16.67 0.1 
- -
17.77 0.3 
Platycephalidae 1.4 0.1 8.44 0.3 
- -
9·84 0.2 
Psettodidae 
- -
3.28 0.1 
- ·-
3.28 0.1 
Sphy:raenidae 1.0 + 3.42 0.1 1. 76 0.7 6.18 0.1 
Strom::.toidae 0.52 + 2.04 0.1 2.56 0.1 Ariommidae -
Formionidae 4.11 0.2 
- - - -
4.11 0.1 
iomacentridae 
-
3.87 0.2 
-
3·87 0.1 
Rachicentridae 
-
1.16 0.1 
-
1.16 0.1 
Priacanthidae 0.06 + 0.42 + 
-
0.48 + 
s·oleidae 0.88 + 0.36 + 
-
1.24 + 
Pletu•onectidae 
TOTAL 1590.08 70.9 1913.86 78.8 239.67 93·3 3743.61 76.0 
Carangidae 57.47 2.6 178.01 1·3 5.17 2.0 240.65 4.9 
Ene;raulidae 197.4 8.8 24.2 1.0 - - 221.6 4.5 
Pelagic Leiognathidae 31.91 1.4 58.02 2.4 - - 89.93 .1.8 
Clupeidae 34.97 1.6 1.04 0.1 - - 36.01 0.7 
Scombridae 
Scomberomorus 3.64 0.2 23.75 1.0 - 27.39 0.6 
Rastrelliger 
-
5.49 0.2 - 5o49 0.1 
Gerridae 0.22 + 2.57 0.1 2.79 o.·1 
Chirocentridae 
-
0.27 + 0.27 + 
TOTAL 325.61 14.6 293.35 12.1 5o17 2.0 624.13 12.7 
Rays* 165.01 7.4 48.17 2.0 1.34 0.5 214.52 4-4 
Sharks *"* 16.93 o.s 59.5 2.4 3o74 1.5 80.17 1.6 TOTAL. 181.94 8.2 107.67 4·4 5.08 2.0· 294.69 6.0 
Others 
Commercial 49.5 2.2 39.4 1. 7 2.4 0.9 91.3 1.8 
Non commercial 91 .• 86 4.1 73.13 3·0 4.42 1.8 169.41 3.5 
TOTAL 141.36 6.3 112.53 4.·7 6.82 2.7 260.71 5·3 
-
""-=--=-::'"'~--· 
Total Catch (kg~ 2238.99 100 2427.41 100 256.74 100 4923.14 100 
Mean catch(Kg/h 125.43 143,0 442.7 139.1 
Hours of trawling 17.85 16.97 o.se 35·4 
N.2, of hauls 20 19 2 41 
* Rays: ~asyatidae, Rhinobatidae. 
** Sharks: Carcharhinidae, Sphirnidae, Sciliorhinide.e. 
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Table. 5.3 C~ntipental Shelf- (Southern at~a)-Catches splitted by depth 
~ 
Species composition 
'-
20 Ill 20-50 Ill 50-100 Ill Total 
~ 
Kg % Kg % Kg % Kg % 
Synodon tida.e 15 .. 66 3·9 1006.06 31.1 226o7 19.5 1248.62 26.0 
Mullidae 18.36 4•5 434.07 13.4 194.88 16.8 647.31 13.5 
Nemipteridae 
-
.. 324.53 10.0 165.86 14o3 490.39 10.2 
Scianidae 170.22 42.2 92.64 2.9 
- -
262.86 5.5 
Pla.tycephalidae 3.01 0.7 174.88 5.4 46.19 4.0 224.08 4-7 Bothidae 
.o.52 0.1 103.64 3.2 10.12 Do9 114.28 2.4 Demar sal Polynemidae 9.84 2.4 )5.61 1 .1 .. 
- 45.45 0.5 1'omaifasyida.Ei 12.66 3.1 10.36 0.3 6.9 0.6 29.92 0.6 
Triohiuridae 7-44 1.8 19.62 o.6 .. 
-
27.06 0.6 
Priacanthidae 
- 6.29 0.2 16.13 1.4 22.42 o.s 
Theraponida.e 6.54 1·.6 14.67 0.5 0.16 + 21.37 0.4 
Sphyraenidae 2.16 o.s 7.29 0.2 8.33 0.7 17.78 0.4 
Psettodidae 11.86 0.4 5.7 o.s 17.56 0.4 
Triglidae 
- - - -
16.42 1.4 16.42 0.3 
Fistularidae 
- - - -
14.64 1 o3 14.64 0.3 
. Cynoglossidae 2.57 0.6 10.2 o.3 
- -
12.77 0.3 
Serranidae 
- -
;.12 0.1 4.2 0.4 7.32 0.2 
Stroma.teidae} 2.52 0.6 1.07 0.1 0.44 £',.03 0.1 
.Axiommidae + ' 
Soleidae 0.21 0.1 2.87 0.1 0.28 + 3.36 0.1 
Lutianidae 2.52 0.1 0.76 0.1 3.28 0.1 
Silla.ginidae 
- 2.8 0.1 - - 2.8 0.1 
.Axiidae · 2.66 0.1 
- -
2.66 0.1 
Ephippidae 
- - 0.9 0.1 0.9 + Pentapodidae 
- -
0.62 o;1 o.62 0~1 Sparidae 
- -
0.62 0.62 
Pomacentridae 
- -
0.75 + 
- -
0.75 + 
Lethrinidae 
- -
0.37 + ~ - 0.37 + Pleuronectidae 
- -
0.12 + - - 0.12 + 
TOTAL 254.57 62.8 2265.34 70.1 719.85 62.1 3239.76 67 •. 7 
Pelagic Carangidae 27.55 6.8 349.52 10.8 208.04 13.0 585.11 12.2 Leiognathidae 62.64 15.5 5.57 0.2 
- -
68.21 1.4 
Engraulidae 38.13 9·5 16.83 0.5 
- -
54.96 1.1 
Soombridae 
Soomberomorus 0.3 0.1 
- - - -
0.3 + 
Rastrelliger 2.5 0.6 31.98 1.0 
-
34.48 0.7 
Clupeidae 9.39 2.3 22.31 0.7 
-
31.7 0.7 
Gerridae .... 
-
1.43. + 
-
1.43 + 
TOTAL 140.51 34.8 427.64 13.2 208.04 18.0 776.19 16.1 
Rays* 
-
133·7 4.2 10.67 0.9 144.67 3.0 
Sharks 
** - 6.64 0.2 47.73 4.1 54.37 1.1 TOTAL 140.34 4-4 58.5 5.0 198.84 4.1 
Others 
Commercial 9.16 2.3 96.94 3.0 28.6 2.5 134.7 2.8 
Non commercial 0.23 0.1 301.16 9.3 143.22 12.4 444.61 9.3 
TOTAL 9.39 2.4 398.1 12.3 171.82 14.9 579.31 12.1 
Total Catch (Kg) 404.47 100 3231.42 100 1158.21 100 4794.1 100 
Mean ca.toh (Kg/h) 80.41 164.7 163.6 151.09 
Hours o:f t:,awling 5.03 19.62 7.08· 31.73 
N.2_ of hauls 6 .20 10 36 
* Rays: Rhinobatidae, Rajidae, Actobatidae, Torpedinidae. 
** Sharks: Cercharhinidae, Sciliorhinidae. 
Table 5.4 Continental Slope - Catches splitted by area and by depth 90 
Spec1es Composition North South TOTAL 
4()().. 600 l!l 400.. 600 m 6o0= 800· m Total 
Kg 
" 
Kg 
" 
Kg ro Kg % Kg % 
Commercial Coryphaenidae 68•83 44.9 75.73 17.6 132 .. 43 48.8 208.13 29.7 276.99 32.3 
Chlorophthalmidae 3.87 2.5 51.67 12.0 
- -
58.17 8.4 62.04 7.3 
Ophididae 10.31 6.7 4.0 0.9 34.~4 12.9 38.94 5.6 49.25 5.7 
Synodontidae 
-
38.07 8.8 
- -
38.07 5·4 38.07 4·4 
Gempylidae 0.95 0.6 17.79 4.1 1~48 0.5 19.27 2.7 20.22 2.4 
Nomeida.e 0.35 0.2 11.57 2.7 3QD8 1.1 14.65 2.1 15.0 1.7 
Perichthyidae 
- -
9.95 2.3 
- -
9.95 1.4 9.95 1.2 
Apogonidae 
- -
4·57 1.1 6.,87 2.5 11.44 1.6 .. 11 • .44 1.3 
Trichiuridae 
- -
4.03 0.9 1.67 6.6 5·7 6~8 5.7 0.1 
\klnorhynchidae 1.01 0.7 1.4 0.3 2.60 1.0 4.0 0.6 5.01 0.6 
Gadidae 4.78 1.1 0 .. 1 + 4.88 0.7 4.88 o.6 
Triglidae 2.34 0.5 
-
2.34 0.3 2.34 0.3 
Bothidae 2.1 1.4 
- - - -
2.1 0.2 
Pla tycephalidae 1.65 1.1 0.11 + - - 0.11 + 1.76 0.2 
Argentinidae 1.36 0.3 -
-
1.36 0.2 .1 ~36 0.2 
Po lymi.:tidae 0.52 0.3 - - - - 0.52 0.1 Cynoglossidae 0.04 + 
-
0.04 + 0.04 + 
TOTAL 89.59 58.4 227.41 52.6 189.67 69.8 417 .o8 59·5 506.67 59.2 
Non- Ateleopidae 4.05 2.6 18.5 6.8 18.5 2.6 22.55 2.6 Commercial -Cbimaeridae 4.0 2.6 
- - 5-74 2.1 5.74 o.8 9-74 1.1 Champsodontidae 
- -
7.87 1.8 - - 7·87 1.1 7.87 0.9 
Lophiidae 4.63 3.0 0.22 0.1 2.77 1.0 2.99 0.4 7.62 0.9 
Chaunacidae 
-
4.23 1.0 .;. 4.23 o.6 4.23 0.5 
Chauliodontidae .. .. 4.07 1.5 4.07 0.6 4.07 0.5 
Triglidae 0.45 o.:; 2.92 0.7 0.19 0.1 3.11 0.4 3.36 0.4 
Trachichthyidae 1~26 0.8 
-
1.36 0.5 1.36 0.2 2.62 0.3 
Sternoptychidae .. .. 1.41 0.3 0.46 0.2 1.87 o.:; 1.87 0.2 
Net tas tomidae o.88 o.6 
-
.. 0.9 0.3 0.9 0.1 1.78 0.2 
Triacnthochidae 
- -
1.08 0.3 0.19 0.1 1.27 0.2 1.27 0.1 
Scorpaenidae 0.51 o.3 0.07 + .. 0.01 + 0.58 0.1 
Alepocephalidae 
- -
.. 0.48 0.2 0.48 0.1 0.48 0.1 
Ogcocephalidae .. .. 0.,46 0.2 0.46 0.1. 0.46 + 
Balistidae 0.25 0.2 0.25 :.,: 
Diretmidae 0.15 0.1 .. 
- - -
0.15 + 
Nemichthyidae + 0.04 + .. 0.04 + 0.04 + 
TOTAL 16.18 10.5 17.84 4.2 35.12 13.0 52.96 7-5 69.14 8.1 
TOTAL 
DE:M:illlS AL 105.77 68.9 245.2'i 56.8 224.79 82.8 470.04 67.0 575.81 67.3 
Myctophidae 0.52 0.4 59.25 13.8 2.04 o.rr 61.29 8.7 61.81 7@2 
Gonostomidae 5.69 1.3 2.78 1.Q 8.47 1.2 8.47 1.0 
Neoscopelidae o.61 0.4 4.4 1.0 1.43 0.5 5.83 0.8 6.44 o.a 
Mibrostomidae 0.51 0.3 .. 0.5 0.2 0.5 0.1 1.01 0.1 
TOTAL ~li!:SO-
PELAGIC 1.64 1 .1 69.34 16.1 6 .• 75 2.4 76.09 10.8 77.73 9.1 
Squalidae 
73.62 a.6 Squalinae 12.82 8.4 45.69 10.8 14.21 5·3 60.8 8.7 
Da.latinae 
- - "' 
8.7 :;.2 8.7 1.2 8.7 1.0 
Scyliorhinidae 
- 3·44 o.8 9.5 :;.s 12.94 1.8 1~.94 1.5 
Caroharhinidae 
-
0.18 0.1 
-
0.18 + 0.18 + 
TOTAL SHARKS 12.82 8.4 50.21 11.7 32.41 12.0 82.62 11.7 95.44 11.1 
TOTAL RAYS (RAIDAE) 11 .53· 11.4 40.88 9.5 5.89 2.2 46.77 6.7 64.3 7-5 
OTHER FISH * 15.58 10.2 25.19 5·9 1.69 o.6 26.88 :;.a 42.46 5.0 
Total catch (Kg) 153.34 100 430.87 100 271.53 100 702.4 100 855.74 100 
Mean catch (Kg/h) 51.1 86~ 17 70.9 79.5 72.3 
Hours of traHling 3 5 3-83 8.83 11.83 
N.Q. of hauls 3 5 4 9 12 
* Demersal fish 
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